
ON THE CHAIN PROBLEM OF PRIME IDEALS

MASAYOSHI NAGATA

There is a problem called the chain problem of prime ideals, which asks,

when o is a Noetherian local integral domain, whether the length of an arbi-

trary maximal chain of prime ideals in o is equal to rank o or not.

In the present paper, we want to show that the answer is not affirmative

in the general case. On the other hand, we shall show that if the ring o is

quasi-unmixed (the quasi-unmixedness is a generalized notion of the unmixedness

( - equi-dimensionality)), then the answer of the above question is affirmative.

In order to discuss the problem, we first introduce some conditions on chains

of prime ideals in a ring in § 1. Then, in § 2, we introduce the notion of quasi-

unmixedness of semi-local rings and we shall show that in every quasi-unmixed

semi-local ring the chain conditions which will be introduced in §1 hold (and

in particular wτe see that in every quasi-unmixed semi-local ring, the length of

an arbitrary maximal chain of prime ideals is equal to the rank of the ring).

In § 3, we shall construct a counter example against the chain problem. In § 4,

we shall state some sufficient conditions for a Noetherian local ring to be un-

mixed.

Terminology. Terms which were used in Nagata [3] and [5] are used in

the same sense, except for local or semi-local rings local or semi-local rings

may be non-Noetherian (see [4]).

Results assumed to be known. Besides some results stated in Nagata [3],

we need some basic results on local rings (see, for example, [5, §1]) and some

results contained in [5] and [β].

§ 1. Some remarks on chains of prime ideals

Let o be a ring. Then we can introduce the following condition in o:

The first chain condition. Every maximal chain of prime ideals in o is of

length equal to rank o.
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Then the following assertion holds good.

LEMMA 1.1. Assume that a ring of* is integral over a ring o. If the first

chain condition holds in o', then it holds also in o.

Proof. For a maximal chain p0 C pi C . . . C pr of prime ideals pi of o, there

exists a chain pi C pi C . . . C p'r of prime ideals p\ of o' such that pi = p\ Π o

for each / and this last chain is maximal (see [3]). Therefore we see that

r = rank o' = rank o.

On the other hand, it is obvious that

LEMMA 1.2. The first chain condition holds in a ring o if and only ify for

every minimal prime divisor p of zero of o, rank o = rank o/p and the first chain

condition holds in o/p.

By these two lemmas, we see that the following condition is strongerυ than

the first chain condition:

The second chain condition. For every minimal prime divisor p of zero in

the ring o, rank o/p = rank o and, furthermore, the first chain condition holds in

every integral extension of o/p.

In order to consider some other formulations of the second chain condition,

we shall introduce the following two conditions for an integral domain o:

Condition (CO. The first chain condition holds in every finite integral
extension of o contained in the derived normal ring of o.

Condition (CO. The first chain condition holds in the derived normal ring

of o.

By Lemma 1.1, the second chain condition (in an integral domain) implies

(CO and (CO implies (CM. Conversely, we have the following two assertions.

PROPOSITION 1 a. For an integral domain o, the second chain condition is

equivalent to (CO.

PROPOSITION 1 b. For a Noetherian integral domain o, the second chain con-

dition is equivalent to (C').2)

: ) It will be shown by an example in § 3 that these conditions are not equivalent to
each other.

2) This can be generalized for an integral domain o such that for every prime ideal
p of o there exist only a finite number of prime ideals in the derived normal ring of o
which lie over p.
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Proof of Proposition 1 a. Let o be the derived normal ring of 3. By Lemma

1.1, we have only to show that the first chain condition holds in every integral

extension of δ, under the assumption that the condition holds in δ. Since δ is

normal, this follows from a well known result on the chains of prime ideals in

an integral extension of a normal ring (see [3J).

Proof of Proposition 1 b. Let ί>0 C pi C . . . C pr be a maximal chain of

prime ideals in the derived normal ring 3 of o (j)0 = 0). By Lemma 1.1 and by

Proposition 1 a, we have only to show that r = rank o, under the assumption

that o satisfies (C). Set pi = pi Π o. Then there exist only a finite number of

prime ideals of 3 which lie over pi (see C6H). Therefore, replacing o by a suita-

ble finite integral extension of o, we may assume that each pi is the unique

prime ideal of o which lies over pi. Then obviously 0 = p* C pi C . . . C pr is

a maximal chain of prime ideals in o and / = rank o.

By Proposition 1 a and Lemma 1.1, we see that in a normal ring these four

conditions are equivalent to each other. On the other hand, since the first chain

condition holds in any complete Noetherian local integral domain and since every

finite integral extension of a complete Noetherian local integral domain is again

a complete local integral domain, we see that

LEMMA 1.3. In a complete Noetherian semi-local ring o, the following three

conditions are equivalent to each other'.

(1) The validity of the first chain condition in o.

(2) The validity of the second chain condition in o.

(3) For any minimal prime divisor p of zero, rank o/p = rank o.

§ 2. Quasi-unmixed rings

We say that a semi-local ring is quasi-unmixed if (1) it is Noetherian and

(2) the first chain condition holds in its completion (cf. Lemma 1. 3). Obviously,

every unmixed local ring is quasi-unmixed.

LEMMA 2.1. Let o be a Noetherian semi-local ring and let o* be its comple-

tion. If p is a prime ideal of o and if p* is a minimal prime divisor of po*,

then rank p= rank p* (Nagata [5]).

For the proof, see [5] (though [53 treated the local case, we have im-

mediately this generalization, because the completion of a semi-local ring o with

maximal ideals pu . . . , pn is the direct sum of completions of local rings
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PROPOSITION 2. If o *s tf quasi-unmixed semi-local ring and if p is its prime

ideal, then o/p fs quasi-unmixed and rank p-f co-rank p = rank o.

Proof. Let o* be the completion of o and let p* be an arbitrary minimal

prime divisor of po*. Then rank p = rank p* by Lemma 2.1. Since the first

chain condition holds in c*, co-rank p* = rank o* - rank p* = rank o - rank p, which

proves our assertion because o*/po* is the completion of o/p.

COROLLARY. Let α £>£ #w ideal of a quasi-unmixed semi-local ring o. Then

O/Q is quasi-unmixed if and only if the rank of every minimal prime divisor of

α is equal to rank α.

THEOREM 1. If o is a quasi-unmixed semi-local ring, then the second chain

condition holds in o.3)

Proof. We see easily that the first chain condition holds in o by induction

on rank o by virtue of Proposition 2. Let p be an arbitrary minimal prime

divisor of zero in o. Then rank o/p — rank o and o/p is quasi-unmixed (Pro-

position 2). Therefore, in order to prove the validity of the second chain con-

dition in o, it is sufficient to show that every finite integral extension o' of o/p

contained in the derived normal ring of o/p is again quasi-unmixed. This is

easily proved because the completion of o' is contained in the total quotient ring

of the completion of o/p.

COROLLARY 1. // p0 C pi C . . . C pr is a chain of prime ideals in a quasi-

unmixed semi-local ring o and if each p//p/-i is of rank 7, then r = rank pr -

rank p0.

COROLLARY 2. Let o' be an integral extension of a quasi-unmixed semi-local

integral domain o. If p1 is a prime ideal of o', then rank p' = rank (p1 Π o). A

chain pΌ C pί C . . . C p'r of piime ideals pj in o' is maximal if and only if

(oό Π o) C (j>{ Π o) C . . . C (pr Π o) is maximal.

Remark. It will be easy to see that if o is a quasi-unmixed semi-local in-

tegral domain, then every finite integral extension of o is also quasi-unmixed.

Further, we shall add a remark as follows : Let o be a Noetherian local integral

3) It was proved by Serre [7] that every regular- local ring satisfies the first chain
condition.
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domain and let o* be its completion. Let n* be the radical of o*. Then we can

construct the complete semi-local ring ( o 7 n * ) [ o ] (which has no nilpotent ele-

ment), where o is the derived normal ring of o (see [6]). Then, as is easily

seen, there exists a natural homomorphism from the completion o * of the semi-

local ring o (which may not be Noetherian) onto (o*/n*)[o] ( c * is the com-

pletion of a homomorphic image of o * [ o ] modulo an ideal contained in the

radical of o * [ o ] ) . From this fact, if we define the notion of quasi-unmixedness

without the assumption that the ring is Noetherian, then we see that every almost

finite integral extension of a Noetherian quasi-unmixed semi-local integral domain

is also a quasi-unmixed semi-local ring.

§ 3. Examples

LEMMA 3.1. Let o be a semi-local ring with maximal ideals pu . . . , pn.

If every 0pt- is Noetherian, then o is also Noetherian.

Proof. Let α be an ideal of o. Since each aoPi has a finite base, there exist

elements aίt . . . , as of α such that ao^ is generated by them for every i. Let

b be an element of α. Then there exists an element cι of o which is not in p,

such that ba is in the ideal Σ^yo for each i. Since cfΐj)/, all the a's generate

the unit ideal o and we see that b is in Σ#/o, which proves that α has a finite

base. Thus o is Noetherian.

LEMMA 3.2. Let o be a Noetherian semi-local ring with maximal ideals

pu J » . Assume that o contains a local ring K with maximal ideal n such

that pi Π K=n and o/pi is a finite algebraic extension of K/n. Let in be the ]-

radical of o and set %~K+ in. Then {1) § is a Noetherian local ring and {2)

o is a finite module over §, whence o is integral over §.

Proof, i) It is obvious that § is a ring. If w 6 m , then l/( l + r/j)=l + »ί'

with an element m1 GΞ m, which shows that m is the unique maximal ideal of §.

ii) Since o/m is the direct sum of rings o/pu . . . , o/pn and since each

o/pi is a finite ϋf/n-module, we see that o is a finite 3-module, which proves (2)

(see [3]).

iii) Now it is sufficient to show that § is Noetherian. In order to do this,

we have only to show that every prime ideal p of § has a finite base (see [6]

another proof will be given in Appendix at the end of this paper). Let elt

. . . , ^ be a module base of o over §. Since o is integral over §, there exists
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a prime ideal p' of o which lies over p. Then obviously p = pf Γ) m. Therefore

p is an ideal of o and p has a finite base as an ideal of o; let βi, . . . , au be

a base of p (as an ideal of o). We shall show that p is generated by all the

aiβ/s. Indeed, let b be an element of p. Then b = Σ Ci(n with a e o. Then

Ci-^Σidijβj with dijE:% and b-^dijcuej. Thus J) has a finite base (as an ideal

of §) and § is Noetherian. Thus the lemma is proved completely.

Now we shall construct a family of Noetherian local integral domains as

follows:

Let K be a field and let x be a transcendental element over K. Consider

the formal power series ring K{x) and let Zi = Σ β v ^ (βy e ΛΓ; / = 1, 2, . . . , r

( r > 0 ) ) be algebraically independent elements over K(x). Set Zij-{zi

-yΣk<jaikXk)/xJ~1. Further, let ^i, . . . , ym (there may be none) be algebrai-

cally independent elements over K[_x, ziy - . , zrl. Let ox be the ring generated

by x and all the Zi/s over K (as a subring of K{x}) and set o2 = OiCyi, . . . , ym\

(i) #01 is a maximal ideal of Oi, because xzi,j+ι = Zij-aijX and ZIJELXUI.

Since (θi)*0l is dominated by the local ring K{x}, this is a local ring. Since

the maximal ideal of (oi)^0l is principal and since this ring is a local ring, we

see that this ring is Noetherian (hence this is a discrete valuation ring). Let

mi be the ideal of o2 generated by x, ylt . . . , ym which is maximal and is

of rank m + l. Further the ring t) = (o2)mi is Noetherian (hence it is a regular

local ring of rank w + 1), because this ring is a ring of quotients of the Noe-

therian ring (θι)XDLlyi, . . . , yml.

(ii) We have obviously Oi[l/#] = Kίx, 1/x, zu . . . , zr~]. Therefore the

ideal m2 of c2 generated by x - 1 , zu . . . , zr, yu . . . , ym is a maximal ideal

and the ring tυ = (o2)m2 is a regular local ring of rank r-f-ra-f-1.

(iii) Set S = (o 2 -mi) Π (o 2 -m 2 ) and o '=(o 2 ) s . Further set p, = rπio' and

p2 = m2o\ Then t) = o'px and tυ = o'p2 they are Noetherian. Therefore o' is Noe-

therian by Lemma 3.1. Since b and tυ are normal rings and since o' = υ Π to,

we see that of is a normal ring.

(iv) Let m be the J-radical of o' and set o = K+m. Since o'/pi = of/p2 = K,

we see that o is Noetherian and o' is the derived normal ring of o by Lemma

3.2.

Now we want to explain some meanings of the example o which we have

constructed.
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(I) The second chain condition is not satisfied by o.

Proof. The derived normal ring o; of o has two maximal ideals one is of

rank m-\-l and the other is of rank r + m + 1.

Consider the special case where m = 0. Then since pi is of rank 1, there

exists a one to one correspondence between prime ideals of \Ό and those of o

such that q' corresponds to q if and only if q' Π o = q. Since \v is regular, the

first chain condition is satisfied by tυ by virtue of Theorem 1, which shows

the validity of the first chain condition in o (in this special case). Thus we

have

(II) When m-0, the ring o is a Noetherian local integral domain in which

the first chain condition holds but not the second one.

(III) If m is positive, then the ring o does not satisfy the first chain con-

dition. Therefore, in this case, o is a counter example against the chain problem

of prime ideals.

Proof. Set q = xϋ Π o. Then obviously q = xo' Π p2. Therefore qo'p, = p2o'p,

(because x Φte), which shows that there is no prime ideal of o' contained in £2

which lies over q (because, since m > 0, xo' is not a maximal ideal of o' and q

is not a maximal ideal of o). Therefore we see that o'X{/ is the derived normal

ring of Dq and rank q = rank ΛΓO' = 1. Now consider any maximal chain of prime

ideals of o which goes through q = qi, say, 0 C c\ι C q2 C . . . C c\v. Let

0 C qί C qό C . . . C q'υ be a chain of prime ideals of o' such that q, Π D = q, for

each i. Then qί = xof and therefore each qί is contained in pi. Since rank \h

= m -h 1, we have v ^ m + 1 < rank o ( - r Λ m + 1). Thus the proof is com-

pleted.

(IV) The multiplicity of o is one. Thus c is an example of Noetherian

local integral domain of multiplicity one which is not regular.

Proof. Since o'/p2 = o/m = K and since p2 is the unique prime ideal of o'

such that its rank is equal to that of o, we have ^(m) =rm(mo' o) = g(mo'p2)

(see [5]). Since mo'p2 = p2o
rp2 and since ofp2 is a regular local ring, we see that

the multiplicity of o is equal to one.

(V) D is not a homomorphic image of any quasi-unmixed local ring.

Proof, ΰ is not quasi-unmixed by (I) above. Therefore we see the assertion
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by Theorem 1.

Remark. There is a maximal chain 0 C p[ C . . . C pmn = }>i of prime ideals

in o' such that 0 C (pi Π o) C . . . C (pm+i Πo) = m is not a maximal chain of

prime ideals in o.

Proof. Let pm be the ideal of o' generated by yu - . - , ym'> it is a

prime ideal of rank m and contained in m (hence pm is a prime ideal of o).

Obviously pi/pin is of rank 1 and m/p'm is of rank r-f l , which proves our asser-

tion.

§ 4. Some sufficient conditions for a local ring to be unmixed

As is well known, geometric local rings, spots and regular local rings are

unmixed. More generally we can prove

THEOREM 2. Assume that a Noetherian local ring o has a distinct system of

parameters.^ Then, for an ideal α of o, o/α is umnixed if and only if the rank

of every prime divisor p of a is equal to rank α.

The only if part of this theorem is obvious. In order to prove the if part,

we shall prove some preliminary results:

LEMMA 4.1. Let o be a Noetherian local ring. Assume that the zero ideal of

o is a primary ideal with prime divisor p. If o/p is unmixed, then o is also un-

mixed.

Proof. As was shown by [5], any prime divisor of zero in the completion

o* of o is contained in a prime divisor of po*, from which our assertion follows

immediately.

LEMMA 4.2. Assume that o is an unmixed local ring. If p is a prime divisor

of zero, then o/p is unmixed.

Proof. Let a be a nonzero element of 0 : p. Then 0 : αo = p. On the other

hand, let o* be the completion of o and let b* be an element of o* which is not

a zero-divisor. Let c* be an element of o* such that b*c* G po*. Since 0 : αo = p,

we have 0 : <so* = po*. Since b*c*α = 0 and since b* is not a zero-divisor, we

have c*α = 0 and c * G θ : αo* = po* and b* is not a zero-divisor modulo po*, which

shows that o/p is unmixed.

4> As for the notion of distinct system of parameters, see [5].
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Remark. The above proof shows, without the assumption of unmixedness,

that any prime divisor of po* (p being a prime divisor of zero in o as in Lemma

4.1) is contained in a prime divisor of zero in o*.

Combining these two lemmas, we have

PROPOSITION 3. A Noetherian local ring o is unmixed if and only if for

every prime divisor p of zero (1) rank o/p = rank o and (2) o/p is unmixed.

Now we shalΓ prove Theorem 2. By Proposition 3, we may assume that

α = p. Let au . , ar (r = rank p) be elements of p such that rank ( Σ Λ , O) = r.

Then D/(ΣΛ»Ό) has a distinct system of parameters and is unmixed (see [5]).

Since p is a minimal prime divisor of Σf lA we see that o/p is unmixed by

Lemma 4.2 (or Proposition 3). Thus Theorem 2 is proved.

PROPOSITION 4. Assume that a class G of a Noetherian local rings satisfies

the following 4 conditions. Then every member of G is unmixed and analytically

unramified.

(1) If o e G, then o contains no nilpotent element.

(2) If OGLG and if p is a prime ideal of o, then o/p e G.

(3) If an integral do?nain o is in G, then the derived normal ring o' of o

is a finite o-module and for every maximal ideal mf of o( o'nt' is in G.

(4) If o e G, then the second chain condition holds in o.

Proof. By (2), we can make use of the induction argument on the rank

of a member o of G. On the other hand, by (2) and (4) we may treat only the

case where o is an integral domain. Then by (3) and (4) we may assume that

o is a normal ring. Therefore, the proof of analytical unramifiedness due to

Zariski [8] (see [2] or £4]) can be applied and we see easily our assertion.

COROLLARY. If a Noetherian local ring o is a ring of quotients of a complete

Noetherian local integral domain, then o is unmixed and analytically un-

ramified.

PROPOSITION 5. Assume that a Noetherian local ring o is a subspace of an

unmixed local ring o;. Assume further that 1) rank o = rank o' and 2) the maxi-

mal ideal m of o generates a primary ideal belonging to the maximal ideal m'

of o*. Then o is also unmixed.

Proof. Let o* and o'* be the completions of o and o' resepctively and let
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p* be a prime divisor of zero in o*. Since o is a subspace of o', o* is a subring

of o'*. Therefore there exists a prime divisor p'* of zero in o'* which contains

p*. Starting from pj* = p'*, we construct a maximal chain of prime ideals p;*

as follows: When pίΐi (z ̂  rank o) is defined, let a be an element of m which

is not in p'ίi and let p* * be a minimal prime divisor of pί ϊ i -f αo'ψ. Set p*

= p * Π o*. By our construction, p* ̂  p0* C pi* C . . . C p* = m (r = rank o)

(JJ*_I#J>* because o e p ? and a&pΐ-x). Therefore, co-rank p*^rank o and

co-rank p* = rank o. Thus o is unmixed.

PROPOSITION 6. // a local ring o is unmixed, then for every prime ideal p of

o the ring Dp is also unmixed.

Proof. Let o* be the completion of o and let p* be a minimal prime divisor

of po*. Then, for every primary ideal q of o belonging to p, qo*p* Π Dp = qDp

for, let a be an element of qo*p* Π o. Then (\o^ : αo* = (q: αo)o* is not contained

in p*, and it follows that q : «o = o and <2€Ξq. Therefore we see that Dp is a subspace

of o%*. By the corollary to Proposition 4, we see that o*$* is unmixed by virtue

of Proposition 3. Now we see that Dp is unmixed by Proposition 5.

Remark. In a similar way, we can prove that if a local ring o is quasi-

unmixed and if p is a prime ideal, then Dp is quasi-unmixed.

PROPOSITION 7. Let o be an unmixed local integral domain and let x be an

element of a field containing o. Then for every prime ideal p of o [ΛΓ], the local

ring o[#]p ί's unmixed.

Proof. Since D(pΛo) is unmixed by Proposition 6, we may assume that p

contains the maximal ideal in of o. On the other hand, we may assume that

p is maximal by Proposition 6.

(i) When x is integral over o, then the assertion is easily proved and we

assume that x is not integral over o.

(ii) When x is algebraic over o, we take an element a{^0) of o such that

ax is integral over o. Then κ\_ax~\γ is unmixed, where p1 = p Π oZaxl. Therefore

we may assume that either x is in the field of quotients of o or transcendental

over o. In the former case, there exists a transcendental element z over o and

a prime ideal q of o [ d such that o M = o[2]/p and q is of the form q = (az

+ b)o\A/a, z~]Γ\ϋ[z~]. Thus, assuming that z = x, we have only to prove that
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both olzlp and o[2]?/qo[z]p are unmixed.

(iii) Since we assumed that p is maximal, there exists a monic polynomial

f(z) over D such that p is generated by m and f(z). Observe here that/(z) is

irreducible modulo m.

(iv) Let o* be the completion of o and let p* be the maximal ideal of o * M

generated by p. Then o*[;z]p* contains oWp as a dense subs pace. Since o*[z]p*

is a homomorphic image of a regular local ring and since o* is unmixed, we

see that o*Dz]p* is unmixed by Theorem 2, which proves that [z]p is unmixed.

Now we shall consider o[z]p/qo[2]p this is a dense subspace of o** =

o^CaupVqoTaup* (because [z]p is a dense subspace of o*[z]p*). o** is a homo-

morphic image of a regular local ring. Since a is not a zero-divisor in o**5

qo*[>]p% is equal to ((α2-h&)o*[l/«, 2] Π o*Dϋ)o*[z]p* and every prime divisor

of this ideal is of rank 1. From this and from the fact that 0** is a homo-

morphic image of a regular local ring, we see that 0** is unmixed and

o[2]p/qo[z]p is also unmixed. Thus the proof is completed.

COROLLARY. Assume that 0 is an unmixed local integral domain and let §

be a finitely generated integral domain over 0. Then for every prime ideal p of

§, the ring §p is unmixed.

Remark. Assume that a Noetherian local integral domain 0 is analytically

unramifled and let x be a transcendental element over 0. If p is a prime ideal

of O[ΛΓ] which contains the maximal ideal m of 0, then o M p is analytically

irreducible.

Proof. Let 0* be the completion of 0 and let p* be the ideal po*M, which is

prime. Then o*[#]p* contains oDr]p as a dense subspace (which can be proved

easily, separating into two cases the case p = nioDc] and the other case). Thus

we may assume that 0 is complete. Since the derived normal ring of 0 is a

local ring and is a finite o-module, we may assume that 0 is normal, (i) When

p is maximal, let fix) be a monic polynomial such that p is generated by m and

fix). Then oLxlp/f(x)oZxlp is a finite integral extension of 0 and is a complete

local integral domain. Then the method of Zariski used in the proof of Pro-

position 4 can be applied and we see that o[x]p is analytically irreducible, (ii)

When p = mo [*], let r be an unramified regular local ring contained in 0 such

that 0 is a finite r-module. If 0 is separable over r, then the method in Zariski
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[9] (see also [4] cf. [2] and [2, II]) can be applied and we see that the com-

pletion of oWp = o(x) is a normal ring. In the general case, let r' be an integral

extension of r contained in o such that r' is separable over r and o is purely

inseparable over r', r' being a normal local ring. Set p' = p Π r ' M . Then the

completion of r'Mp, is a normal ring. Therefore we see that the zero ideal of

the completion of o(x) is a primary ideal. As was shown by [5], the ring

o(x) is analytically unramified. Therefore we see that o(#) is analytically

irreducible.

§ 5. Some related open questions

PROBLEM 1. The writer does not know any example of Noetherian local

integral domain such that the zero ideal of its completion has imbedded prime

divisors. Is there such an example or not? In particular; is there a quasi-

unmixed local integral domain which is not unmixed?

PROBLEM 2. Let p be a prime ideal of an unmixed local ring o. Then:

Is o/p necessarily unmixed?

PROBLEM 3. Let ϊj be a Henselian Noetherian local integral domain. Then *

Does ^ satisfy the first chain condition ?

Remark. This Problem 3 is equivalent to each of the following two prob-

lems:

PROBLEM 3'. Let ή be a Henselian Noetherian local integral domain. Then:

Does δ satisfy the second chain condition ?

PROBLEM 3". Let o be a Noetherian local integral domain. Assume that

the derived normal ring of o has only one maximal ideal. Then: Does o satisfy

the first (or the second) chain condition?

PROBLEM 4. Let ί) be a Henselian Noetherian local integral domain and

let a be an element of the field of quotients of ϊj such that neither a nor a'1 is

integral over f) and that for the maximal ideal m of ί), mϊjM is a prime ideal.

Set o = ήMmίftfl]. Then rank o = rank I) - 1. Let p be a maximal ideal of the

derived normal ring of o. Then: Is the rank of p equal to rank o ?

Remark. If we should have an affirmative answer for Problem 4, then we

would have also an affirmative answer for Problem 3,
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Appendix. A proof of a theorem due to Cohen

The following theorem was proved by Cohen making use of the fact that

every submodule of a finite module over a Noetherian ring is also finite (see

[6]) :

THEOREM. Let o be a ring. If every prime ideal of o has a finite base,

then o is Noetherian.

Here we shall give another proof of this theorem making use of the fol-

lowing

LEMMA. Let a be an ideal of a ring o and let b be an element of o. If

both a + bo and a:bo have finite bases, then so does α, too. (Oka [1])

Proof. There exist a finite number of elements aiy . . . , an of a such

that α-{-£υ is generated by aίt . . . , an, b. On the other hand, let cu . . . , cm

be a base of α : bo. Let α' be the ideal generated by ait . . . , an, cφ> . . . , cmb.

Obviously α'ϋα. Let x be an element of α. Then x = Σ . W 4 - z b withyi, 2G 0.

Since zb £Ξ α, 2 EΞ Q : bi and zb GΞ b(a : &o). Thus we see that j ίGo' and α = α'.

Proof of the theorem. Assuming the contrary, let F be the set of ideals of

0 which have no finite bases. Then F is an inductive set and F contains a

maximal member a. Then α is not prime by our assumption. Therefore there

are elements b, c G 0 which are not in α such that be G α. Then α -f bo and

α : bo are different from α and have finite bases by the maximality of α, which

shows that α has a finite base by the lemma and is a contradiction. Thus the

theorem is proved.
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